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CHAPTER 11 - RESTRICTIVE STATEMENTS

1. DEfinition
A statement is less restrictive if it can be deduced from a large number of
assertions.
Let us look at the following four statements:
a) Some members of parliament voted in favour of the draft.
b) All the members of parliament voted in favour of the draft.
c) Most members of parliament voted in favour of the draft.
d) Over 50% of members of parliament voted in favour of the draft.
Statement a) is rather restrictive. It can be deduced from a large number of assertions,
in particular from statements b), c) and d).
Statement c) is more restrictive than statement a). Statement a) can in fact be
deduced from statement c), whereas the contrary is not true: statement c) cannot be
deduced from statement a).
Statement d) is more restrictive than statement c). Statement c) can in fact be
deduced from statement d), whereas the contrary is not true. “Most” does not in effect
mean “over 50%” unless the population is split into two groups, for instance “those for”
and “those against”. When the population is split into more than two groups, most can
mean “over 50%” as well as “45%”. For instance, if 45% of the members of parliament
voted in favour of the project, 40% voted against and 15% abstained, then “45%” is
the majority.
Statement b) is very restrictive. It indicates a finite proportion and can only be
deduced from a similar assertion. In particular, statement b) cannot be deduced
from statements a), c) and d).
Classification of statements from the least restrictive to the most restrictive
1. Statement a): “Some”
2. Statement c): “Over 50%”
3. Statement d): “Most”
4. Statement b): “All”
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2. PrincipLes
It is less likely that a statement can be deduced from the text if it is very restrictive.
By extension, it is more likely that a statement can be deduced from the text if it is
not very restrictive.
In the following three chapters we will analyse three specific cases of restrictive
assertions:
- statements expressing certainty (Chapter 12);
- statements indicating relative quantities (Chapter 13);
- statements indicating priority (Chapter 14).
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CHAPTER 24 - avoid intermediate calculations

1. Example
Try to answer the following question within one minute. The answer is on the next
page.
Electricity production
Total production
(in MW)

Share of renewable energy
in total production

Poldavia

424 400

9%

Levonia

212 200

27%

Q18. What is the ratio of electricity production from renewable energy in Poldavia to
electricity production from renewable energy in Levonia?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

1/3
1/2
2/3
3/2
3
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2. ANSWER
The right answer to Question 18 is statement c).

3. Method
We have to work out the ratio:
Electricity production from renewable energy in Poldavia
Electricity production from renewable energy in Levonia
Production in Poldavia = 9% x 424 400 (1)
Production in Levonia = 27% x 212 200 (2)
We can first work out the result of equation (1), then the result of equation (2), and
finally the ratio between them:
9% x 424 400 = 38 196
27% x 212 200 = 57 294
38 196 / 57 294 = 0.66… = 2/3
In order to get the right answer, we did three calculations. They involved either the use
of the calculator or writing down the calculations in rough. In both cases we wasted
time.
A faster way is to start with the whole equation and not do the intermediate
calculations:
Electricity production from renewable energy in Poldavia / Electricity production from
renewable energy in Levonia
= (9% x 424 400) / (27% x 212 200)
= (9%/ 27%) x (424 400 / 212 200)
= (1/3) x 2
= 2/3
In this way, we have the result directly without doing complicated calculations.
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If Mars is a frozen world with a rarefied atmosphere, the fascination of Venus lies, by
contrast, in the infernal conditions prevailing on its surface: an atmospheric pressure
90 times greater than that on Earth, an average temperature of 465°C, and a toxic
atmosphere made up almost entirely of carbon dioxide, so thick that the sun would
remain permanently invisible to an observer on its rocky and arid surface. These
conditions are all the more fascinating in that early in their history Venus and the Earth
were probably much alike (in diameter, mass, comparable chemical composition).

155. Which one of these statements is correct?
a) The atmosphere of Venus is so toxic that it is impossible to see the sun from
its surface.
b) The atmosphere of Venus consists only of carbon dioxide.
c) Originally, the average temperature of Venus was lower than 465°C.
d) None of the above statements is correct.

The EU has 27 members states and 23 official languages, including Gaelic. Citizens
may use any one of these languages in their contacts with the administration and
when consulting the EU’s official documents. There are some who point out that the
United Nations, which has eight times as many members as the EU, only confers the
status of official language on a quarter of those spoken by its member nations.

156. Which one of these statements is correct?
a) The number of official languages in the EU is higher than in the United
Nations.
b) The number of official languages in the United Nations is higher than in the
EU.
c) 75% of the United Nations member states use a language that does not
have official language status.
d) None of the above statements is correct.
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Breakdown in energy production in Galonia (2006)
Solar power
1/6

Nuclear power
1/3

Hydraulic power
1/6

Coal
1/3

175. If Galonia reduces its nuclear power production by one-third and if its total
energy production does not change, what will be the share of nuclear power in
its total energy production?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

1 / 12
1/9
2/9
1/6
1/4

Trend in goods transport

Road
Rail
Inland waterways
Total

1995

2000

64%
18%
18%
100%

80%
12%
8%
100%

176. Which one of the following statements concerning the transport of goods by
road between 1995 and 2000 is correct?

a) It rose by 16%.
b) It rose by 16% only if total transport of goods did not change between 1995
and 2000.
c) It rose by 25%.
d) It did not change if total transport of goods fell by 20%.
e) It did not fall.
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79D
Strategy
This is a general affirmative question. Statement c) is absurd: it implies that scientific
institutions use primates used in human consumption. Statement b) is quite restrictive
(“most”). Statement a) contains a percentage that can easily be picked out in the
text.
Analysis order: a), then if necessary d), then if necessary b).
Explanations for each statement
a) is not the right answer.
26% of primate species – not primates – are threatened with extinction.
b) is not the right answer.
We do not know the opinion of the members of Parliament about this issue.
c) is not the right answer.
The text simply says that it will be difficult to protect primates from human
consumption if the West continues to use primates in experiments.
d) is the right answer.
There are important differences between humans and other primates. Therefore
humans are also primates.
80C
Strategy
This is a general affirmative question. Statement a) is absurd: a priori, only the
Commission staff are allowed to access showers in the Commission’s buildings.
Statement b) is very restrictive (“only”). Statement c) contains dates that can easily
be picked out in the text.
Analysis order: c), then if necessary d), then if necessary b).
Explanations for each statement
a) is not the right answer.
Only the cyclists working at the Commission can take a shower in the
Commission’s buildings.
b) is not the right answer.
The Commission service bicycles are increasingly popular for short-work related
trips. This does not mean that the Commission staff use them only for short
trips.
c) is the right answer.
For the first six months of 2007, there is an increase of 30% (hence almost onethird) in the use of service bicycles compared to the same period in 2006
(hence the first six months of 2006).
d) is not the right answer.
Not necessarily. It can be reduced-price.
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EXPLANATORY ANSWERS FOR THE NUMERICAL QUESTIONS
NUMBERED FROM 81 TO 90
81E
Comprehension of the question
The number of prisoners (men or women) is directly proportional to the number of
inhabitants. We can thus use the rule of three and cross-multiply.
The number of men, as the number of women, is different for each statement. In
order to find out the right answer, we can thus work out either the number of men
or the number of women. The second solution is easier and can be performed
without the calculator.
Solution
Let X be the number of women detained.
35

10 000

X

700 000

10 000 x X = 35 x 700 000
X = 700 000 x 35 / 10 000 = 70 x 35 = 2 450 women

82B
Comprehension of the question
We first have to work out the average temperature in the six towns together. This is a
simple average. Then we have to add 5% to this average and compare the result
to the table data. It is advisable to use the calculator.
Solution
Average temperature: (12 + 12.6 + 10.6 + 12.8 + 9.8 + 14.2) / 6 = 72 / 6 = 12°C
12 + (5% x 12) = 12 + 0.6 = 12.6°C
Towns in which the average temperature is over 12.6°C: Denitz and Farek.
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